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Abstract
We empirically analyze the relation between resource sharing, social proximity, and structural
network positions in different network dimensions. We elicit socio-economic characteristics of
all household heads in a rural village in Nicaragua, map their complete network in the dimensions friendship, social-public activities, and economic exchange, and conduct a sequence of
field dictator experiments to measure the willingness to share resources in a controlled way.
Different network dimensions differ substantially in structure and show little overlap. Relational and structural positions of individuals in these network dimensions correlate strongly
with important socio-economic characteristics. Resource sharing is positively related to social proximity in friendship networks but not in other network dimensions. In all network
dimensions resource sharing correlates with structural network variables, such as centrality
and closure. These relations vary across network dimensions suggesting that for theoretical
analysis as well as policy applications both network structure and network dimensions have
to be taken into account.
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Introduction

Social networks are ubiquitous in social and economic life and how one is embedded in such networks likely exerts an important influence on decision-making, including how economic resources
are shared.1 Only recently empirical studies in economics have looked into the relation between
social embeddedness and how people share economic resources with others (cf. Leider et al., 2009;
Goeree et al., 2010; Brañas-Garza et al., 2010). These papers indeed find that resource sharing
is higher between people who have a direct friendship relation. However, important questions
remain open.
First, while being directly linked through friendship ties is an important relational component
of social embeddedness, little attention has been paid to structural components of embeddedness,
such as how dense one’s network is or if one occupies a central position.2 This is surprising
as the number of relations as well as the centrality individuals have in social networks vary
considerably. Moreover, it has been conjectured that structural positions in networks can be an
important source of social capital. Burt (1992, 2005) argues that agents with a central position in
a network are favored as they have more access to opportunities and resources. Coleman (1988,
1990) puts forward another structural aspect and claims that locally dense and highly clustered
networks foster pro-social behavior.
Second, the studies so far have focused on the friendship dimension of social networks. Yet,
people may also be connected via economic exchange relations or other activities, like participation in social groups and meetings. Embeddedness in such different network dimensions may
have differential effects on economically relevant behavior for at least two reasons. First, different dimensions of social networks likely do not completely overlap as, for instance, friends need
not be trading partners and vice versa. Second, ties in different network dimensions likely have
different social and economic contents as, e.g., friendship ties and economic ties involve different
levels of emotional engagement, reciprocity, or trust.
Third, the existing studies relied on subject pools of university and high-school students with
little socio-economic variation. Therefore, limited attention could be paid to the role of socioeconomic characteristics for both social embeddedness and resource sharing. Moreover, some
1

Areas where network effects have been shown to be important are worker productivity (Bandiera et al.,

2009), welfare culture (Bertrand et al., 2000), migration and labor markets (Rees, 1966; Granovetter, 1973, 1995;
Montgomery, 1991; Ioannides and Loury, 2004; Munshi, 2003), mutual insurance (Fafchamps and Lund, 2003;
De Weerdt and Dercon, 2006), informal credit markets (McMillan and Woodruff, 1999; Karlan, 2007), and international trade (Casella and Rauch, 2002).
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We borrow this distinction between relational and structural aspects of social embeddedness from Granovetter

(1992, p. 33).
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scholars argue that results derived from student samples may not generalize (Levitt and List,
2007; Henrich et al., 2010). Hence, it remains to be seen whether the observation of higher
resource sharing between directly linked friends can be extrapolated to samples with larger (and
more realistic) socio-economic variation.
In this paper, we address these open questions by analyzing relations between resource sharing, relational and structural components of individual embeddedness in different social network
dimensions, and important socio-economic characteristics. For this, we surveyed all household
heads in a rural village in Nicaragua and elicited the whole network of friendship ties, economic
ties, and ties through social-public activities. In addition, to obtain a controlled measure of
resource sharing we organized a series of dictator game experiments with the household heads
and related the behavior of givers (the ‘dictators’) as well as recipients to their relational and
structural embeddedness.
We selected a Nicaraguan rural village for this study for the following reasons. First, in
comparison to relatively homogeneous student populations it delivers more varied individual
characteristics. Second, rural villages in developing countries tend to be long-grown social units
that have all sorts of important social relations next to friendship ties as, e.g., economic ties or
ties related to participation in social and public activities. This allows us to explore differential
embeddedness effects across these different network dimensions with the same set of data. Third,
such social units are not rare special cases, as most rural people in the Southern hemisphere live
in such small-scale societies.3
Our analysis is structured in the following way. We first explore determinants of social
embeddedness, both in terms of dyadic ties and social network structures. We then study whether
social embeddedness can account for the variation observed in resource sharing. For this, we add
correlates of social embeddedness as confounding factors, which allows us to explore whether these
characteristics affect measured resource sharing indirectly via the channel of network formation.
The results can be summarized as follows. First, we could clearly identify important socioeconomic determinants of social embeddedness. Specifically, social tie formation is strongly
influenced by similarity in gender, age, mobility and location in the village. These effects are
particularly strong for friendship ties. Network centrality and closure in friendship networks are
also strongly correlated with gender, with men being more central and having denser networks.
Second, we find that different measures of social embeddeness are related with resource sharing
3

While a village in Nicaragua might differ substantially from villages in developing countries in Africa or Asia,

for example, people’s livelihood strategies in rural villages of developing countries share a high dependency on
social ties and resource sharing. A number of existing papers have studied social networks in developing countries
(e.g. Karlan, 2005; Attanasio et al., 2012; Jackson et al., 2012), but they address different research questions.
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and that these relations differ across different network dimensions. In particular, social proximity tends to increase resource sharing in the friendship network but not in the other network
dimensions. The sharing of resources is also positively correlated with the giver’s centrality in
the friendship and economic networks. In addition, givers are more generous to recipients who
are more central in economic networks and recipients who are embedded in denser networks of
ties through social-public activities. In conclusion, we find that for the explanation of resource
sharing both relational and structural social embeddedness matter and that their effects are
conditional on the network dimension.
We believe that our results have potentially important implications for network research as
well as policy design. The dependency of network effects on network dimensions implies that
in empirical research one has to be careful in drawing general conclusions from results obtained
in a particular dimension, like friendship. In the theoretical domain our results point out that
an analysis of relational and structural network effects on behavior that fully abstracts from the
network dimension may not always lead to accurate predictions. Our results may also matter for
development policies especially when development aid is distributed via local communities and
networks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we relate our research questions to
the existing literature and explore different hypotheses. Section 3 describes our research design,
the network elicitation procedure and reports descriptive statistics regarding our investigated
population and the elicited networks. It also presents the procedures applied in the dictator
game experiment. Section 4 presents the determinants of link formation in the different network
dimensions and regression results explaining resource sharing with observable socio-economic
characteristics and social embeddedness. Section 5 summarizes and concludes.

2

Related Literature and Hypotheses

In this section, we relate our study to the growing literature that explores the relation between
social embeddedness and resource sharing. In doing so, we also present our research questions
and related hypotheses. Our overarching working hypothesis is that resource sharing depends
on social embeddededness. However, social embeddedness consists of different components, and
it is important to spell out how each of them may contribute to resource sharing. Following
Granovetter (1992, p. 33), we distinguish relational and structural components of embeddedness
in networks. The relational component relates to whether or not specific people have a social
relation with each other. Structural components refer to network characteristics, such as network
centrality and clustering. Moreover, as mentioned before, people are simultaneously embedded
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in several network dimensions, which likely differ in their relational and structural components.
In the rest of this section we elaborate on these different aspects of social embeddeness and
discuss the roles of relational and structural components across different network dimensions.
For this we make use of Figure 1 that illustrates components of social embeddedness for both
the dictator D (giver) and the recipient R in the dictator games we have used to measure the
willingness to share resources.
First, the relation between social proximity and resource sharing has been explored by a
number of studies.

For instance, Hoffman et al. (1996) and Bohnet and Frey (1999) found

that social distance inversely correlates with the share transferred in a dictator game (see also
Charness and Gneezy, 2008, and the literature therein). Only recently, studies have focused on
social proximity through social networks. Leider et al. (2009) and Goeree et al. (2010) combined
network elicitation with controlled distribution experiments. The former elicited the friendship networks among students residing in two dormitories at Harvard University and let them
play variants of the dictator game and a helping-game. They found that resource sharing is
higher among direct friends than among strangers. Goeree et al. (2010) elicited friendship networks and investigated dictator game giving among teenagers in an all-girls high school. They
found a negative relation between geodesic distance in friendship networks and dictator sharing.
Brañas-Garza et al. (2010) conducted a similar study with Spanish students and found similar
results. This relational component of social embeddedness is exemplified in panel (a) of Figure 1.
Second, research on the role of structural components of networks is scarce in economics. In
the sociological literature, network characteristics such as closure and centrality have been linked
with pro-sociality though. Network closure or clustering, which captures the situation where two
people who are linked to the same other person are also linked to each other, is considered
important for sustaining cooperation, trust, and pro-social behavior in general (cf. Coleman,
1988, 1990). We expect closure to be most relevant in the dictator’s ego-network, where the egonetwork is defined as the network of people the dictator D has a direct link with (see panel (b)
of Figure 1). According to Coleman (1990), people who have ego-networks with a high degree of
closure should be more inclined to act pro-socially towards other village members.4 Structural
embeddedness beyond the ego-network, such as betweenness centrality, may be important as
well for resource sharing. Betweenness centrality looks at the degree to which two people have
to pass through D to reach each other. Panel (d) of Figure 1 shows an example of a ‘shortest
4

Sharing behavior may also be influenced by anticipated sanctions. However, as we will discuss in the research

design section, we used a one-sided anonymity design where dictators knew the identity of recipients but not vice
versa. Therefore, recipients cannot enforce sanctions unless the dictator reveals him- or herself. We consider it
unlikely that a dictator who did not share resources will inform a potentially sanctioning recipient about that.
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(a) Relational embeddedness

(b) Closure - ego-network D

(c) Closure - ego-network R

(d) Centrality - shortest path through D

(e) Centrality - shortest path through R

Note: This figure illustrates the difference between relational embeddedness (panel (a)) and structural embeddedness (panels (b)-(e)). Panel (a) highlights (in black) the direct link between D and R. Panels (b)-(c) highlight
(in black) all links among the nodes of the ego-networks of D and R, respectively. Network closure of D and R,
respectively, is higher the larger the proportion of actual links among all potential links within the ego-network.
Panels (d)-(e) give examples of a shortest path between nodes 1 and 2 that pass through D and R, respectively,
which is used to calculate betweenness centrality.

Figure 1: Relational and structural social embeddedness
path’ that passes trough D. It has been argued that agents occupying a central position in social
networks, in the sense that they are able of ‘gatekeeping’ other agents who have to use them to
reach each other (cf. Wasserman and Faust, 1994), have power and the possibility to pursue their
self-interest better (Burt, 2005). On the other, one can also argue that their ability to bridge
different sections of the overall network may make them more responsible to act in favor of their
community, leading to more resource sharing with other network members.5
Third, the embeddedness of the recipient may also be of importance (see Figure 1, panels (c)
5

There are a few recent economic studies that have looked at the role of closure and centrality. Allcott et al.

(2007) found suggestive evidence for a positive role of closure analyzing friendship networks in US middle and
high schools. Karlan et al. (2009) elaborated a model that demonstrates the positive role of network closure and
centrality in generating trust to secure informal borrowing and applies it to an empirical analysis of data in Peru.
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and (e)).6, 7 In particular, more central recipients have more access to opportunities and dictators
may expect that these agents are reciprocating generous behavior by providing access to such
opportunities. Hence, the expected future benefits from resource sharing may increase with the
centrality of the recipient, which could induce more resource sharing. Similarly, sharing resources
with recipients embeddeded in networks with high clustering may also be viewed as beneficial,
because it could be reciprocated by the recipient as well as others in the recipient’s network.8
As pointed out in the Introduction, an important characteristic of social interactions is that
they take place in several dimensions simultaneously. However, most of the studies that explored
the relation between embeddedness in social networks and resource sharing focused on friendship
networks only. For a comprehensive picture of how social embeddedness affects behavior it is
important to test whether the observed effects can also be identified in other network dimensions.9
To generate hypotheses for the role of social embeddedness in different network dimensions it is
useful to explore how social tie content may interact with the benefits people obtain from sharing
resources. Again, we make a distinction between the relational and structural components of
social embeddedness.
Regarding the relational component, it has been documented that (anticipated) reciprocity
is an important behavioral motive among friends (Leider et al., 2009; Binzel and Fehr, 2013;
6

We are aware of only one study that looked at the effect of the recipient’s networks (Goeree et al., 2010). They

found that dictators share more with recipients with larger networks, but this effect vanishes once they control for
social distance.
7

As we implemented a one-sided anonymity design in the dictator game experiment (see Footnote 4), a recip-

ient’s structural position could influence a dictator’s behavior only when the dictator plans to reveal his or her
identity to the recipient after the experiment. This likely happens only after an act of generosity. Therefore, in
our experiment resource sharing might be a deliberate strategy in the hope of building or maintaining social ties
with the recipient in the future. Any effects we find of recipients’ structural network position are likely a lower
bound of the true effects.
8

That others in the recipient’s network would be inclined to reciprocate generosity towards the recipient can be

rationalized with indirect reciprocity (Alexander, 1987). Anticipating such an effect, people may share resources on
strategic grounds in order to build a positive reputation. For recent experimental evidence on indirect reciprocity
see (Seinen and Schram, 2006; Engelmann and Fischbacher, 2009; Ule et al., 2009).
9

To the best of our knowledge there are only two other studies that look into the potential effects of different

network dimensions on economic and social behavior. In the sociological literature Podolny and Baron (1997)
seem to be the only authors who have taken up this issue. They analyze different contents of social relations of
managers first mapped by Burt (1992) and show that the implications of network structures for manager behavior
are not independent of link content. In economics Jackson et al. (2012) report network data of relationships with
different contents for villages in India. Neither of these studies relates the specific network dimensions to individual
behavior in a controlled way.
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Ligon and Schechter, 2012).10 Hypotheses for social proximity effects can also be derived for
other network dimensions. In particular, pro-sociality in economic networks or networks through
social-public activities may stimulate reciprocal actions of the recipient in the form of access
to economic opportunities or opportunities offered by groups engaged in social-public activities,
respectively. However, it should be noted that there is likely less scope for dyadic reciprocity in
the economic sphere. People who engage in economic transactions tend to stipulate the terms
of exchange (what goods or services are bought at which price), which may leave little scope for
any ‘kindness’ that should be reciprocated. Dyadic reciprocity may also be less relevant for ties
through social-public activities, where the focus is on the group and not on dyads. This leads us
to the following hypothesis.
Hypothesis 1: Proximity in social networks increases resource sharing, and this effect is
stronger in friendship networks than in economic networks or networks through social-public
activities.
Social tie content may not only influence the effect of social proximity, it may also interact
with the effect of network structures in which people are embedded. As discussed before, people
who are central in networks may be expected to share more with others, and people may share
more with recipients who are central in networks. While we have no good reasons to presume that
the effect of the centrality of the dictator varies across the different network dimensions, the effect
of the recipient’s centrality may vary across network dimensions. Specifically, people who are
more central in economic networks have a better position to provide business opportunities and
it may pay to be more generous towards these agents. Therefore, we expect a particularly strong
effect of recipient’s centrality in economic networks. Accordingly, we formulate the following
hypothesis.
Hypothesis 2: Resource sharing increases with the dictator’s and the recipient’s centrality in
social networks. The effect of the recipient’s centrality is stronger in economic networks than in
friendship networks or networks through social-public activities.
Finally, social tie content may also interact with the effect of network closure. As discussed
before, people embedded in ego-networks with a high degree of clustering – that is, dense ego10

When developing our hypotheses we focus on anticipated reciprocity, but are aware that resource sharing

may also be partly explained by directed altruism (Leider et al., 2009; Ligon and Schechter, 2012). However, the
distinction between directed altruism and reciprocity is often difficult to make, as reciprocity may be relevant
even where there is no room for strategic reciprocity during or after the single-play dictator game. Hoffman et al.
(1996) attribute the social distance effect on dictator game giving to the removal of suggestions of the quid pro
quo of reciprocity, even where future reciprocity is not an option. Moreover, Camerer and Thaler (1995) argue
that people bring to the lab certain manners, which may have been shaped under influence of reciprocity outside
the lab.
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networks – are hypothesized to act more pro-socially and people may also share more with
recipients who have dense ego-networks. Regarding recipients, though, the positive effect of
embeddedness may be particularly strong in networks through social-public activities. Recipients
with dense ego-networks in this network dimension are active in the community and could be
expected to return benefits to the dictator by providing access to resources (e.g., information,
group solidarity, etc.) of the local network. This brings us to the following hypothesis.
Hypothesis 3: Resource sharing increases with the degree of clustering of the dictator’s and
recipient’s ego-networks. The effect of the recipient’s networks clustering is stronger in networks
through social-public activities than in friendship and economic networks.
A final point that requires discussion is the possible endogeneity of social embeddedness.
When analyzing the relation between embeddedness in social networks and resource sharing, it
needs to be taken into account that social embeddedness may depend on socio-economic characteristics, which, in turn, may affect resource sharing. Ignoring this may lead to erroneous
conclusions about the relation between social embeddedness and resource sharing. As it is impossible or at least very difficult to randomize all components of social embeddedness on which
we focus in this study, our research strategy is to use real-life variation in social embeddedness and to analyze confounding factors of resource sharing that possibly correlate with social
embeddedness.
The sociological literature suggests that homophily can be a strong force influencing the
formation of social ties (McPherson et al., 2001), implying that individuals who are similar in
regard to individual characteristics could be more likely to have a relation with each other. Such
homophily effects may, however, not be equally strong across different network dimensions. For
friendship ties and ties through social-public activities it can be expected that being of similar age
is an important determinant of having a tie. However, this needs not be the case for the economic
network where network formation may not be guided by a preference for similarity but dictated
by economic necessities. Comparably, economic necessities may increase the likelihood of a tie
between individuals who differ in wealth in the economic network, while similarly wealthy people
may have a higher likelihood to be friends. Hence, in our analysis we are not only interested
in whether homophily is important in tie formation at all, but also whether these effects differ
across network dimension.

3

Research Design and Descriptive Statistics

In the following we further describe the main elements of our research design. For detailed
information beyond that reported in this section we refer the reader to the Appendix A. In the
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data gathering process, first, we collected a number of socio-economic characteristics through
a questionnaire. Second, we elicited different dimensions of ties among (almost) all household
heads by means of a network survey. Third, after the survey we conducted a series of incentivized
dictator game experiments, measuring resource sharing between household heads in the village as
well as toward strangers outside the village. At the end of the experiment participants answered
a post-experimental questionnaire. The socio-economic questionnaire and network elicitation
were carried out in four consecutive days. Immediately thereafter the whole experiment was
conducted in a single day, which minimized potential contagion effects.

3.1

Household and Individual Characteristics

With the socio-economic questionnaire we gathered data on family composition, education, age,
sex, and variables that are of economic importance such as the possession of land or cattle, which
are locally important wealth indicators, and the frequency of contacts to the nearest urban center
(see Table 1).11
The village consists of 66 households of which 9 are single-headed and 57 two-headed (i.e.,
123 household heads in total). We gathered data of 58 households (87.9 percent) and at least 100
household heads (81.3 percent). Table 1 reports descriptive statistics of important characteristics
of the households and household heads in the village. It indicates a pronounced diversity across
households as well as household heads. Only 34.48 percent of the households own land. Land
possession measured in hectares is also very unequally distributed. The standard deviation is
more than twice as large as the mean of 8.22 hectares. For cattle possession the figures are
similar. Only 46.55 percent of all households possess any cattle, and the average number of
cattle per household is 3.55 with a standard deviation of 9.44. This unequal distribution of land
and cattle implies a large variation in wealth across households. The variation in important
individual characteristics of household heads is also considerable. About half of all interviewed
household heads are female and the age varies between 21 and 86 years, with an average of
46.05 years. The average education level of the household heads, measured in number of years
of schooling, is only slightly above 4 years with also quite some variation. Another potentially
important characteristic is the frequency of contact with the urban center which is important
to obtain access to economic goods and services. It varies between 0 and 26 visits in the most
recent month before we took the survey. In summary, we have considerable variation in socioeconomic characteristics of households and household heads, which is an important precondition
for detecting how individual characteristics correlate with social embeddedness and resource
sharing.
11
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dices A.1 and A.2, respectively.
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Table 1: Summary statistics of important socio-economic characteristics
Households

mean/percentage

Land (percentage of owners)

34.48

Land (mean in ha.)

8.22

Cattle (percentage of owners)

46.55

Cattle (mean in no. of animals)

3.55

st.dev.

no. of obs.

−

58

17.33

58

−

58

9.44

58

Household heads

3.2

Sex (percentage male)

49.50

−

109

Age (mean in years)

46.05

14.49

109

Education (mean in years)

4.13

3.59

109

Visits to urban center (mean no. last month)

2.07

3.36

100

Elicitation and Properties of Networks

In order to elicit the different relationships of all household heads in the village we adapted a
survey method successfully employed by economic anthropologists and sociologists for mapping
bounded networks.12,13 Specifically, to elicit the social ties of an interviewee we used a stack of
small cards representing all households in the village. Each card held the name(s) of the head(s)
of a household. For each of the cards the interviewee was first asked whether he or she knows
the household and whether he or she has a “social relation of any kind” with the household
head(s). If the answer to the first question was affirmative we asked for details on the content
of the relation and elicited five specific network dimensions. First, friendship relations that are
relations where a person calls another one a friend. Second, relations based on social-public activities concerning religion, political parties, the village school, sports, cooperative organization,
development projects or the village committee. Third, economic relations that are relations resulting from an exchange of land or labor, a commercial activity, a service provision or a lending
12

Bounded networks are networks with clearly defined boundaries, such as networks within villages and

organizations, for which all members are surveyed.

For a description of the method see, for instance,

the documents section of Jean Ensminger’s and Joseph Henrich’s Roots of Sociality project website at
http://jee.caltech.edu/files/2011/06/Social-Network-Analysis.pdf
13

Leider et al. (2009) used an incentivized coordination game procedure to elicit friendship networks among

Harvard students. There are two reasons why we did not adopt their elicitation method. First, most likely it
would have become too complicated for our often illiterate subjects, who are not used at all to abstract exercises.
Second, practically it is only applicable for the elicitation of 1-dimensional networks. One of our main interests
lies in capturing multiple dimensions of networks, however.
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activity. For completeness we also elicited neighbor relations, that is when two persons consider
themselves as neighbors, and family relations with parents, brothers, sisters, and children.14,15
Overall we gathered network data for 100 of the 123 household heads (81.3 percent).16 In
processing the network data we proceeded in the following way. First, we did not explicitly
capture links between members of the same household, but we assumed that intra-household
relations exist for all types of relations. Second, for each network dimension we symmetrized the
resulting adjacency matrix (i.e, the matrix representing directed ties in the population). That
is, in each network dimension, for each dyad (i.e, pair of household heads), we assume that a
relation exists if at least one node mentions the relation. In using these so-called OR-networks
throughout the analyses we follow the practices of earlier network studies (cf. Leider et al., 2009;
Jackson et al., 2012). Table 2 shows the standard structural network measures density, betweenness centrality and clustering for the network dimensions friendship, social-public activities, and
economic relations.
Table 2: Properties of the different networks
Densitya,b

Centralitya,c

Clusteringa,d

Isolatese

Friendship relation

0.186

0.103

0.133

0

Social public activities

0.046

0.266

0.095

3

Economic relation

0.045

0.417

0.051

3

a

b

Note: OR-networks, intra-household relations counted as valid links; actual links as fraction of all possible links; c Freeman’s betweenness centrality; d network clustering coefficient;
e
absolute number of isolated nodes.

Network density is simply given by the sum of actual ties divided by the number of all possible
ties. The table shows that friendship relations are relatively dense, whereas the other network
dimensions have relatively low densities.
Betweenness centrality (Freeman, 1977, 1979) is based on the notion of the shortest path
between pairs of nodes. The shortest path between two nodes i and j is the minimum number of
14

The nature of these family relations differs from the other elicited dimensions (e.g., by its genetic determina-

tion). Therefore, and for the sake of brevity we do not report on these relations in this paper but are planning to
report it elsewhere.
15

We are aware of only one other data set that contains a number of different network dimensions. Jackson et al.

(2012) report on a stratified survey sample (about 50 percent) of households in a number of villages in India. They
elicit the dimensions Relatives, Temple Company, Hedonic, and Favors, which are similar to our family, socialpublic and friendship relations.
16

Of the missing 23 household heads 21 were not present in the village when we conducted the study; only two

household heads refused to participate. Our success ratio is slightly higher than those of Goeree et al. (2010) and
Leider et al. (2009), who report success rates of 77 and 71 percent, respectively.
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links in the network necessary to reach each other. Betweenness centrality captures the idea that
agents who lie on the shortest paths between many pairs of agents are relatively more central
than those who lie on the shortest paths of only a few such pairs.17 On the aggregate level
betweenness centrality is a measure of the distribution of agents’ betweenness centrality in the
network. It takes on the value 1 in the star network, the most centralized network possible. In
a star network there is one center node through which all shortest paths between any periphery
nodes run. The measure takes on the value 0 in case of the complete network, where everybody
is linked with everybody else and, hence, all nodes are equally central in the betweenness sense.
Table 2 shows that betweenness centrality is highest in the network of economic relations,
followed by networks through social public activities. The relatively high centrality in economic
relations likely reflects the unequal distribution of wealth in the village. Interestingly, friendship
relations are relatively low in centrality indicating that across household heads friendship ties
run through a relatively equal number of nodes.
To measure clustering or network closure, we use a clustering coefficient that is based on the
notion of triples. A triple consists of three nodes that are connected by either two (open triple)
or three links (closed or transitive triple; sometimes also called triangle). The network clustering
coefficient reported in Table 2 is defined as the ratio of the number of closed triples over the
number of all (open and closed) triples in the network (cf. Newman, 2003).18 We observe that
clustering is highest for friendship ties and lowest for economic relations. The low clustering
in the economic network in combination with the high centrality and low density implies that
there are only a few transitive relations and only a few nodes that are economically important
for the villagers. In contrast, friendship networks are characterized by relatively high density
and clustering but low centrality.
The discussed network measures already indicate that relationships are structurally different
across different network dimensions. An alternative way of inferring differences between different
network dimensions is by examining their overlap. Table 3 shows the percentage of overlaps,
measured at the dyad level. It shows that the pair-wise overlap of different network dimensions
never reaches 50 percent. Furthermore, the overlaps of any two dimensions widely differ and are
highly asymmetric. Specifically, for any network dimension a dyadic relationship often implies
a friendship relation (cf. column Friendship in Table 3) but not vice versa (cf. row Friendship
17

Formally, let n be the total number of nodes in the network, pjk the total number of shortest paths between

nodes j and k, and pjk (i) the number of shortest paths between j and k that pass through i. The normalized
P
betweenness centrality BC(i) of a node i is then given by [ pjk (i)/pjk ]/[(n − 1)(n − 2)/2], where the sum is taken
over all dyads jk with i 6= j 6= k.
18

For completeness we report the number of open and closed triples in Appendix B.2 , Table B.2.
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Table 3: Overlap of different network dimensions (in percent)
Friendship

Social-public

Economic

100

9.44

8.93

Social-public

40.34

100

5.17

Economic

36.75

5.30

100

Friendship

Note: In the table inclusion runs from the row relations to the
column relations (for instance, only 8.93 percent of the friendship ties are also economic ties, but 36.75 percent of the economic ties are also friendship ties). Hence, the overlap between
any two dimensions does not need to be symmetric. Possible
intra-household links between household heads are ignored.

in Table 3). Notably, there exists a large discrepancy between friendship ties and economic
relations. On the one hand, more than 36 percent of all economic relations are with friends, but
only about 9 percent of all friendship ties also have an economic dimension. Figure 2 visualizes
the discussed differences between the three network dimensions.

(a) Friendship network

(b) Social-public activities

(c) Economic network

Note: Household heads of the same household are placed next to each other; red (blue) nodes indicate female
(male) household heads.

Figure 2: Networks of different content
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In summary, the different network dimensions only show a partial and highly asymmetric
overlap and they strongly differ in regard to network density, centrality and clustering. These
differences are a result of differences in relations at the dyad level. Therefore, we expect to see
these differences being reflected when relating them to resource sharing in the dictator games,
which also takes plays at the dyad level.

3.3

The Dictator Game Experiment - Design and Procedures

Each participating household head played six subsequent dictator games with different recipients.
The experimenter explained each participant who was in the role of a dictator that he or she
would sequentially receive six small cylinder-boxes each containing 20 coins of one Córdoba, c$
(the Nicaraguan currency), which he or she could (but need not) share with one other person.
For each dictator the first recipient was a stranger, that is, an unknown person from another
village in the region. The five subsequent recipients were randomly selected village members. The
random selection involved the dictator drawing cards out of a bag containing all 123 household
heads. The name of a recipient was drawn only after the dictator had finished the previous
distribution decision. Dictators were informed of the procedures before they made any decision
and, hence, knew that their maximum possible earnings would be c$ 120,- (USD 6.70 at the time
of the experiment), which corresponded to more than a two days average income in Nicaragua.19
We planned to conduct the experiment with all households in the village and had to take care
that the chance of contagion was minimized. Therefore, only one household head per household
was allowed to participate as a dictator. In case of a two-headed household it was randomly
determined who of the two was asked to participate. We did not exclude participation of the
other household head in the role of recipient, but ensured that heads of the same household were
not matched as a dictator-recipient pair. In total 57 household heads participated as dictators.20
Each dictator was clearly made aware that, although he or she knows the identity of the
recipient, the recipient does not know and also will not get to know from us who has given the
money. When delivering the money to recipients we did neither reveal the identity of the dictator(s) who sent the money, nor did we inform them about how many dictators had participated.
Dictators and recipients did also not learn anything about others’ earnings. All this was known
by the dictators when they made their decisions.
19

We also considered to pay out only one randomly chosen decision, but decided against it because the explana-

tion and implementation of a relatively abstract randomization device would have been very time consuming and
may have also raised suspicion in our subjects who did not have any experience with economics experiments.
20

As said we targeted all 66 households, but of nine households no household heads were present at the day of

the experiment.
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We organized the experiment in a decentralized way, by having Nicaraguan research assistants individually visiting each participant at his or her home to conduct the experiment.21 To
minimize experimenter effects due to the assistant’s presence we employed the following three
precautionary measures. First, all decisions were made in full privacy. As a rule participants
went inside their house or to a separate room and were, thus, out of sight of the assistant when
making a decision. If this was not possible the assistant turned his or her back when the dictator
was handling the coins. The dictators were also instructed not to make any comments about
their decisions. Second, after having taken the coins they wanted to keep from the box, dictators
had to fill the box with metal rings. This ensured that the weight of the box remained constant
irrespective of the amount of coins taken out. Third, after each decision the box was sealed with
tape. The decisions were recorded by the assistants’ supervisor (one of the authors) who did not
have any interaction with the participants. The dictators were made aware of these procedural
details before they made any decisions.22
An important aspect in experiments is that participants trust the researchers. This is especially true in the field and when participants have no experience with experiments. Therefore,
to build trust, we first conducted the household and network survey. This ensured the research
assistants were already known to the local people when they visited them for the experiment.
Another important element was the support of the well-respected local community leaders, who
presented our team to each household and asked people to cooperate with the research team.
After having finished the surveys, which took four days, we immediately organized the experiment. By conducting the whole experiment in only one day we minimized possible contagion
effects. We administered debriefing questions which show that 94.5 percent of the participants
did not talk about the experiment with other village members who had already participated
before. In addition, the research assistants were asked to make a subjective evaluation about
the participant’s dedication, trust and understanding of the experiment. We did not notice any
problems that could have affected the dictators’ decisions.
21

In doing so we deviated from the often used protocol in studies with participants in small-scale societies, where

experiments are conducted centralized at a public spot (e.g., Cardenas et al., 2000; Henrich et al., 2004). We did
so for the following two reasons. First, we wanted to maximize the number of participating households. Organising
the experiment at a public spot, however, would lead to serious self-selection biases as some people are reluctant to
participate in public events. Second, during such gatherings mutual influence among participants is hard to control,
and we anticipated that people’s behavior would be influenced by the identity of the other participants at such an
event. Consequently, the risk existed that resource sharing was influenced by the participants’ embeddedness in
the pool of participants instead of their embeddedness in the whole village.
22

For more details on the procedures we refer the reader to the experimental instructions in Appendix A.3.
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4

Empirical Results

In our empirical analysis, we apply a two-step approach. First, we study how observable socioeconomic characteristics correlate with social embeddedness in the different network dimensions.
In a second step, we explore how dictators’ and recipients’ embeddedness in different network
dimensions is related to dictators’ sharing of resources, i.e., their allocation of money to recipients. The correlations between the observable socio-economic characteristics and embeddedness
identified in the first step will allow us to explore whether these characteristics affect resource
sharing indirectly via the channel of network formation.

4.1

Determinants of Social Embeddedness

In order to analyze determinants of social embeddedness, we focus on dyads and explore which
observable dyadic characteristics correlate with dyadic tie formation for each of the three network
dimensions. Thereafter, we explore correlates of the structural components closure and centrality
of ego-networks.
To explain dyadic tie formation we use all potential links between the 123 household heads,
except intra-household links and relate them to a set of explanatory variables. These variables
are constructed from observable individual characteristics which can be considered as important
for the creation and maintenance of ties: gender, age (Age), years of education (Education),
frequency of contacts to the nearest urban center (U rban), measured as the number of visits in
the most recent month before the interview, possession of cattle,23 and proximity in terms of
being neighbors at various degrees of distance.
More formally, for each network dimension, we examine a regression model that estimates
the probability Pij of an undirected link between each pair of nodes ij as a function of dyad
characteristics induced by individual characteristics. Let Z i and Z j be vectors of continuous
specific individual characteristics (Age, Education, U rban) of nodes i and j, respectively. For
these variables we investigate homophily effects by creating for each dyad ij the vector of absolute
values of differences, Z ∆ := |Zi − Zj |, as explanatory variables for tie formation. In addition,
we control for potential level effects by including the vector of sums, Z Σ := Zi + Zj , as explanatory variables. To analyze the role of gender we use dummy variables for the different gender
combinations F emale↔M ale and F emale↔F emale with M ale↔M ale as the omitted category.
Similarly, for the binary variable wealth, measured as possession of cattle, we create dummy vari23

In the region where the village is located cattle is one of the most important economic assets and a good proxy

for the actual wealth of a household. We use a dummy variable because more than half of the households do not
own any cattle.
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ables for the combinations Rich↔P oor and P oor↔Rich with the case where both nodes posses
cattle, Rich↔Rich, as the omitted category. In addition, we control for geographical distance by
looking at whether the nodes in a dyad are neighbors at various distances with dummy variables
N eighbor Distx (x = 2, 3, 4, >4), where direct neighbors are the omitted category. The vector
of dummy variables for gender, wealth, and neighbor-distance is denoted by Wij . Formally, we
estimate the following logistic regression model:24


Pij
= α + β1 |Z i − Z j | + β2 (Z i + Z j ) + γW ij .
logit(Pij ) = ln
1 − Pij

(1)

Table 4 shows the results for the three investigated network dimensions: friendship relations,
relations through social-public activities (activities for short), and economic relations. A first
eye-catching result is that for all network dimensions the likelihood of a link between a female
and a male node, F emale↔M ale, is significantly smaller than between two male nodes. In the
friendship network also ties between two women, F emale↔F emale, are significantly less likely
than between two men. This is consistent with the strong gender inequality and segregation in
social and public life in many developing countries (World Bank, 2012).
As expected, age shows a significant homophily effect in the friendship and activities network
but not in the economic network. Age does not have a level effect in any network dimension. Education, in contrast, exhibits a significant level effect in the friendship network and a marginally
significant effect in the activities network. This indicates that better educated people have more
friendship ties and meet more often at social and public events than lower educated people. The
activities network is the only network where differences in education exert a (marginally) significant effect on tie formation. The positive sign suggests no homophily in this respect but rather
an integrative role of public events as it makes villagers with different education levels meet each
other.
In all three network dimensions the likelihood of having a tie gets significantly larger with
smaller differences in frequencies of visits to the urban center, indicating a strong homophily
effect of this variable irrespective of the network dimension. Only the economic network exhibits
a significant and strong level effect. Hence, household heads who visit the urban center more
often are also more likely to have an economic relation. Intuitively, this is reasonable as visits
to the urban center often have an economic reason as it provides access to economic goods and
services.
24

Dyadic observations involving the same node cannot be considered independent, that is E [eij , eik ] 6= 0 for

all k, and E [eij , ekj ] 6= 0 for all k. To correct standard errors for these dependencies we apply clustering on
both dimensions separately. For a formal discussion of this issue, see e.g., Fafchamps and Gubert (2007) and
Cameron et al. (2011).
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Table 4: Determinants of network formation
Dep. var.: likelihood of link between any two nodes ij
Friendship

Activities

Economic

F emale↔M ale

−1.356*** (0.156) −0.723*** (0.241) −0.518**

(0.251)

F emale↔F emale

−1.508*** (0.251) −0.647

(0.402) −0.239

(0.633)

(0.008) −0.002

(0.008)

−0.013*** (0.005) −0.045*** (0.008) −0.010

(0.012)

Age Σ

0.007

Age ∆

(0.005)

0.012

0.045** (0.020)

0.072*

(0.040)

0.003

(0.032)

0.043*

(0.024)

0.018

(0.030)

(0.037)

0.143***

(0.049)

U rban ∆

−0.053** (0.024) −0.076** (0.037) −0.129***

(0.050)

Rich↔P oor

−0.339** (0.135) −0.112

(0.259) −0.283

(0.232)

P oor↔P oor

−0.483** (0.238) −0.425

(0.391) −1.300**

(0.607)

N eighbor Dist2

−0.988***

0.012

(0.233) − 0.021

(0.333)

N eighbor Dist3

−1.054*** (0.182) −0.005

(0.307) −0.160

(0.331)

N eighbor Dist4

−1.303*** (0.228) −0.247

(0.376) −0.222

(0.332)

N eighbor Dist>4

−1.917*** (0.333) −0.398

(0.538) −0.015

(0.448)

Education Σ
Education ∆

−0.001

U rban Σ

0.043

Constant

0.165

(0.016)
(0.027)

0.042

(0.171)

(0.693)

−3.394***

(1.170)

−2.331**

(1.156)

Pseudo R2

0.1012

0.0780

0.0615

LR χ2

461.82

114.30

108.14

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

4809

4809

4809

Prob >

χ2

No. of obs.
***

**

*

Note: Logit regression.
, , indicate two-sided significance levels at 1, 5, and 10 percent,
respectively; x ↔ y assumes value 1 if in a dyad ij node i has characteristic x (y) and j has
characteristic y (x), 0 otherwise. Robust standard errors (in parentheses) are obtained by means
of two-way clustering at the dyad level (two times 97 clusters).

Wealth, measured by cattle ownership, is important for friendship ties and economic relations. Relative to rich dyads where both nodes possess cattle, the chance of a friendship link
is significantly smaller for dyads with one poor node. Moreover, a dyad of two nodes without
cattle is also significantly less likely to have friendship and economic links. Hence, being poor
is associated with exclusion from friendship and economic networks, while activity relations are
independent of wealth.
Finally, we observe that only the likelihood of a friendship link significantly decreases with
the distance along the neighbor dimension. Hence, friendship relations are more likely among
close neighbors while activity and economic ties are not related to the geographical distance.
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This difference between network dimensions is intuitive as economic relations are more likely
dictated by economic necessities than the fact that two nodes are geographically close.
In summary, we find that observable dyad characteristics have significant and intuitive effects
on network formation. While homophily regarding gender and urban contact affects the likelihood of tie formation in all three network dimensions, the explanatory power of other variables
substantially differs across dimensions. Education and age have only an effect on friendship relations and relations through social-public activities, wealth only affects friendship and economic
relations, and being neighbors only influences friendship ties.
We close this section by looking at whether the investigated individual characteristics are
related to the structural ego-network measures of closure and betweenness centrality.25 In friendship relations average ego-network closure is statistically significantly different between men and
women but the size effect is small (men: 0.381, women: 0.332; p = 0.044, two-sided t-test). In
contrast, men have a more than twice as high average betweenness centrality than women (men:
1.054, women: 0.496; p = 0.024, two-sided t-test). This indicates that male household heads
occupy much more central positions in the friendship network than female household heads.
Further, for ties through social-public activities average closure is twice as high for wealthy
household heads than for poor ones (wealthy: 0.299, poor: 0.146; p = 0.006, two-sided t-test),
indicating a denser embeddedness of wealthy households in this network dimension.

4.2

Social Embeddedness and Resource Sharing

In this section, we analyze the relation between social embeddedness and resource sharing. To
obtain a first idea how resources are shared, Figure 3(a) shows the distribution of coins given to
village recipients taking all 285 decisions into account. It shows a large variance in allocations
with a dominant mode at the equal split of 10 coins and a second much smaller mode at the selfish
decision of 0 coins. Intriguingly, there is a relatively large share of decisions where recipients
received more than 50 percent of the endowment of 20 coins. The average share left to recipients
amounts to 48 percent (9.6 coins) and is higher than what is mostly observed in laboratory
dictator games. The relatively small size of the community where our experiment was conducted
together with the fact that dictators got to know the names of the recipients – making enforced
reciprocity after the experiment possible – may account for this overly generous behavior.26
25

For the definition of betweenness centrality and closure, see page 11. For the statistics reported here we have

adapted the measures to the individual level (instead of the aggregate village level).
26

Bohnet and Frey (1999) showed that revealing the identity of the recipient significantly increases dictator

giving. A likely channel for this effect is anticipated reciprocity as revealing the identity makes this possible
(see, e.g., Leider et al., 2009; Ligon and Schechter, 2012, for arguments along that line). Henrich et al. (2005)
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Figure 3: Dictator game giving
Next to the five allocation decisions regarding different village recipients, dictators also had
to make a decision regarding a stranger in another village. We consider this allocation to the
stranger as ‘baseline’ or ‘general’ generosity (for a similar approach, see Leider et al., 2009). On
average 9.2 coins (46 percent) are left for the stranger. Although, this is only little less than
the average left for village recipients, it does not imply that village recipients and strangers were
treated similarly. In fact, we observe quite the contrary. Figure 3(b) shows the distribution of
differences in coins left to village recipients and strangers. Although, there is a mode at zero, in
the large majority of cases (78.2 percent) dictators allocate different amounts to village recipients
and strangers. Further, the distribution shows an intriguing symmetry around zero indicating
that village members receive as often less than strangers as they receive more.
The latter result indicates that social proximity in terms of living in the same village does
not imply that one is generally met with more generosity than any stranger. This result already
provides evidence that a potential social embeddedness effect on resource sharing is not equivalent to in-group favoritism (see, e.g., Efferson et al., 2008; Chen and Li, 2009). In particular, it
indicates that favoritism is not per-se directed towards all own group members but only towards
specific ones. In addition, it also suggests that social ties are not always positive but can also
have negative load as identified in laboratory experiments by van Dijk et al. (2002). Moreover,
although the correlation between allocations to the stranger and average (per dictator) allocations to village recipients is significant (Pearson’s ρ = 0.674, p < 0.001, two-sided), the large
variation in the difference in giving between strangers and village recipients indicates that genalso observe proposals of more than 50% in ultimatum game experiments in some of their investigated small-scale
societies.
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eral generosity alone is insufficient to explain the complex pattern of resource sharing within the
village.27
In the following we examine to what extent embeddedness in social networks can account
for the observed resource sharing pattern among village members. As explained above, we
hypothesize that generosity increases with higher levels of embeddededness on each of the three
dimensions defined before: social proximity, betweenness centrality and ego-network closure.
Moreover, for the different network dimensions we expect differences in the influences of the
embeddedness measures on resource sharing, as described in Hypotheses 1, 2 and 3. Therefore,
we investigate the network effects on resource sharing separately for each network dimension.
In order to capture hypothesized effects of social embeddedness on resource sharing we conduct regression analyses with the following social embeddedness measures: social proximity between dictator and recipient, their betweenness centrality in the network, and the level of closure
of their ego-networks. In addition, we control for observable individual characteristics of dictators
and recipients. Specifically, we estimate the linear model:
Yij = α + βXij + eij ,

(2)

where Yij denotes the amount of coins dictator i gave to recipient j, X ij denotes the vector of
explanatory variables which we will discuss in detail below, and eij is an error term.
In the experiment, each dictator performed giving-decisions regarding five different village
recipients. Therefore, our observations cannot be assumed to be independent, implying that
E [eij , eik ] 6= 0 for all k. Further, different dictators may have been asked to make a distribution
decision with the same recipient, implying that E [eij , ekj ] 6= 0 for all k. To correct standard
errors for these dependencies we apply clustering on both dimensions separately (for a formal
discussion of this issue, see e.g., Fafchamps and Gubert, 2007; Cameron et al., 2011).
Our strategy in estimating network related determinants of resource sharing is the following.
In a first specification (‘Specification 1’) we explore the influence of the relational and structural
social embeddedness measures: social proximity, betweenness centrality and ego-network closure.
Social proximity is measured by the dummy variable, Directlink, that takes value 1 when
the dictator and recipient are directly linked, and 0 otherwise. Hence, if social proximity matters
for resource sharing we should observe a positive coefficient. To test for dictators’ and recipients’
centrality in the network we add the variables Centrality D and Centrality R, which are the
normalized betweenness centrality measures for the dictators and recipients, respectively. In
order to study the influence of closure in ego-networks of dictators and recipients we add the two
variables denoted Closure D and Closure R for dictators and recipients, respectively.
27

Only six dictators gave the same amount to all village members. Five of them chose the equal split and one

left 8 coins to each recipient. Four of them gave also the same amount to the stranger.
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Finally, we control for general generosity, measured by the number of coins given to the
stranger (GiveStranger). In this way, we isolate the effect of general generosity on resource
sharing. We also need to include this variable to avoid an omitted variable bias, because general
generosity possibly affects both resource sharing and social embeddedness.28
Next to the investigated network characteristics also socio-economic variables could influence
resource sharing. Moreover, as shown in the previous section, some of the elicited socio-economic
variables are correlated with tie formation. Omitting these variables could, therefore, bias the
estimates of the coefficients of the network variables. To reduce such omitted variable bias, in a
second specification (‘Specification 2’), we add these socio-economic variables as controls.
Some studies have shown that the characteristics gender, age, and wealth can correlate with pro-social behavior (see, e.g., Eckel and Grossman, 1998; Andreoni and Vesterlund,
2001; Croson and Gneezy, 2009, on gender, List, 2004; Egas and Riedl, 2008, on age, and
Eckel and Grossman, 1996; Brañas-Garza, 2006; Cappelen et al., 2013, on wealth) and, hence,
may directly affect resource sharing. Moreover, homophily may favor resource sharing between
same gender as well as similar age and wealth. In addition, the results in the previous section
indicate that these variables exhibit homophily or level effects in tie formation (at least) in some
of the investigated network dimensions. As the latter also holds for the variables education and
frequency of contact with the nearest urban center we also control for them.
Specifically, for gender effects we take the allocation of resources of female dictators to male
recipients as the benchmark. The variables M ale → F emale, M ale → M ale, and F emale →
F emale, are dummy variables for the remaining dictator-recipient combinations, where the first
(second) term indicates the gender of the dictator (recipient). Similarly, to control for wealth
we use dummy variables indicating whether the household of the dictator and the recipient
own cattle, respectively. In the regressions we take rich households, that is, those where both
the dictator and the recipient household own cattle as the omitted category. The variables
Rich → P oor, P oor → Rich, and P oor → P oor are dummy variables for the dictator-recipient
pairs where the dictator household owns cattle but the recipient household does not, the dictator
household does not own cattle but the recipient household does, and both households do not
own cattle, respectively. As in the tie formation regressions, potential homophily effects in age
are again captured by the absolute difference in age between the dictator and recipient, Age ∆,
and level effects by the sum of the age of the dictator and the recipient, Age Σ. Equivalently, we
28

For example, one may argue that a positive effect of betweenness centrality on resource sharing could be an

indirect result of being more generous in general: being generous may lead to more links (e.g., friends) and, hence,
to a more central position in the village network. To avoid this endogeneity issue we control for general generosity
(GiveStranger) in the regressions.
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control for education effects with Education ∆ and Education Σ and the frequencies of contact
with the nearest urban center U rban ∆ and U rban Σ. In addition, we also control for the
decision number in the sequence of the dictators’ allocation decisions and we add fixed effects
for the five different assistants that visited the dictators at their home, to control for a potential
assistant bias.
Table 5 shows the regression results of the two specifications estimated separately for our
three different network dimensions. We first discuss the results of Specification 1 (Models 1,
2, and 3). As expected there is a statistically significant and positive relation between general
generosity, GiveStranger, and resource sharing between village members. Dictators who give
one coin more to the stranger give on average a little less than half a coin more to recipients in
the network. This relation is significant in all three models and the coefficient estimates are very
similar.
Regarding relational network embeddedness, the estimated coefficient of the variable
Directlink is positive and statistically significant in Model 1, indicating that recipients who
are directly linked to the dictator in the friendship network receive on average 1.3 coins more
than recipients who are not directly linked. This relational emdeddedness effect is not observed
in the other network dimensions, which delivers two immediate insights. On the one hand, the
results indicate that the positive social proximity effect observed by other authors (Leider et al.,
2009; Goeree et al., 2010) seems robust for friendship networks. On the other hand, however,
its effect seems likely to be limited to informal networks similar to friendships and does not
generalize to other network dimensions.
Of the structural network embeddedness variables the coefficient of dictators’ betweenness
centrality is marginally significant in the friendship network (Model 1) with the expected positive
sign. Dictators who are more central in the network tend to share resources more generously.
The network variables relating to the recipient are not statistically significant for friendship ties.
In the activities network (Model 2) only the degree of closure in the recipients’ ego network,
Closure R, exhibits a statistically (marginally) significant effect on the dictators’ allocation
decisions. The positive sign of the coefficient estimate shows that those who have denser egonetworks receive more from dictators. In the network of economic relations (Model 3) we find
that dictators who are more central give more to recipients. Hence, dictators who are more
central in the network of economic activities tend to share their resources more generously.
In the second specification (Models 4, 5 and 6) we include the socio-economic control variables
described above. In the friendship network (Model 4) the effects of social proximity and centrality
turn out not to be robust to the addition of these variables. In the activities network (Model
5), on the other hand, we observe that closure in the recipients’ ego network is robust and
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Table 5: Resource sharing and Social embeddedness
Specification 1

GiveStranger

Model 1
Friendship

Model 2
Activities

Model 3
Economic

Model 4
Friendship

Model 5
Activities

Model 6
Economic

0.455***

0.467***

0.433***

0.473***

0.473***

0.451***

(0.082)
Directlink
Centrality D

1.321**

(0.085)
−0.055

(0.665)

(1.015)

0.294*

0.105

(0.152)
Closure D

Specification 2

1.811
(3.146)

Centrality R

−0.151

Closure R

−0.564

(0.137)
(1.759)

(0.244)
−0.489
(1.429)

(0.081)

(0.073)

0.355

0.970

(0.739)

(0.689)

(1.161)

0.259

0.164

0.111***
(0.032)
− 0.584

(0.226)
0.338

(1.104)

(3.786)

0.038

0.002

(0.025)

(0.027)

(0.139)

1.574*

1.035

0.281

(0.815)

(0.786)

(2.131)

−0.017

M ale→F emale

1.524
(0.988)
1.847*

M ale→M ale

(1.036)
1.455**

F emale→F emale

(0.620)
Age Σ
Age ∆

Rich→P oor

2.314**
(0.926)
1.398**
(0.595)

(0.023)
−0.021
(0.064)

0.004

0.014

(0.081)

(0.080)

(0.856)
2.223**
(0.899)
1.405**
(0.576)

−0.004

(0.024)
−0.023
(0.061)
−0.001
(0.080)
−0.030

(0.080)

(0.076)

0.057

0.077

0.062

(0.072)

(0.069)

(0.072)

−0.469

(0.709)

F

(0.871)

1.719**

0.001

P oor→P oor

R2

1.797**

0.800
(0.839)

0.011

−0.792

Observations

(0.804)

(0.029)

0.003

P oor→Rich

4.128***

1.694**

0.064**

0.023

(0.517)

3.663**

(0.037)

(1.082)

(0.022)

−0.535

4.734**

−0.002

(0.036)
−0.248

0.022

−0.048

U rban ∆

(1.497)

0.112***

(0.022)

(0.061)

U rban Σ

(0.243)
−1.786

0.027
(0.699)

0.021

−0.021

Education ∆

−0.387

(0.071)

(0.022)
(0.023)
Education Σ

Constant

(0.072)

−0.281
(0.501)
−1.214*
(0.649)
−0.850

(0.078)

−0.436
(0.482)
−0.889
(0.753)
−0.439

(0.745)

(0.738)

(0.672)

2.106

1.154

0.995

(1.996)

(1.701)

(1.432)

(2.635)

(3.085)

(2.494)

285

285

285

273

273

273

0.479

0.477

0.426
15.73

0.402
10.83

0.423
19.52

10.82

9.35

0.488
15.55

Note: OLS regression. *** , ** , * indicate two-sided significance levels at 1, 5, and 10 percent, respectively; robust
standard errors (in parentheses) are obtained by means of two-way clustering at the level of dictators (57 clusters)
and recipients (91 clusters); regressions controlled for the order of the decisions and different assistants conducting
the experiment.
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becomes significant at the 5 percent level. In the economic network (Model 6) the effect of
dictator’s betweenness centrality is robust against adding the control variables and the recipients’
betweenness centrality becomes statistically significant. Hence, dictators are more generous to
recipients who are more central in the village network of economic ties.29
To better understand these changes in significance of some of the network variables it is
useful to look at the estimated coefficients of the socio-economic control variables. There, only
the gender pairings variables have clear statistically significant coefficients. In all investigated
network dimensions, female dictators give around 1.4 coins less to male recipients than they give
to female recipients (cf. F emale → F emale which is positive and the omitted category being
F emale→M ale); and between 1.8 and 2.3 less than what male dictators give to male recipients.
In Models 5 and 6 we also find that female dictators give less to male recipients than what male
dictators give to female recipients. Male dictators give around 1.7 coins more to female recipients
than female dictators give to male recipients (cf. M ale→F emale).
Gender effects are significant in friendship network (Model 4) whereas the effects of social
distance and centrality are not robust to the addition of gender controls. This, together with
the strong correlations between gender and social distance and centrality in friendship networks
(see Section 4.1), indicates that the explanatory power of embeddedness in friendship networks
can mostly be attributed to gender differences in resource sharing. Moreover, assuming resource
sharing is an important condition for the maintenance and formation of friendship ties, the strong
influence of gender is another confirmation of the hypothesized influence of gender on dyadic tie
formation.
The observed gender effects are also interesting as they are in stark contrast to findings in
other studies on gender and generosity. There, either no gender effect is found or, when it
is observed, women tend to be more generous than men (see, e.g., Eckel and Grossman, 1998;
Konow et al., 2008 and Croson and Gneezy, 2009, for a recent survey).30 Importantly, these
experiments were all conducted in rich countries mainly with student subjects. However, young
female students in these countries are hardly comparable to adult female household heads in
rural areas of poor countries in the South. As widely documented, gender inequality is severe
in these countries (World Bank, 2012). Among other things, this may translate into substantial differences regarding investment in social relations. Indeed, there is some evidence from
29

All structural network variables were normalized, hence their range is equal to 1. It should therefore be noted

that while the effect of closure in the recipients’ ego network of social public activities is very strong, the effects
of the centrality in economic networks of dictator and recipient are not very sizeable.
30

Andreoni and Vesterlund (2001) find that female dictators are less generous than male dictators, but only

when giving increases the overall surplus.
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developing countries that income in female hands substantially increases children’s health and
also increases food shares (Thomas, 1990; Hoddinott and Haddad, 1995). Therefore, our female
dictators may rather have kept the money for household spending purposes than to give it away
to network relations. Note, that this does of course not imply that women are less willing to
share resources. As we measure resource sharing that is directed to outside the household, our
results rather suggest that female household heads’ are strongly concerned with resource sharing
within their own household. Men in contrast are more active in building and maintaining social
networks, e.g., by sharing economic resources.31
In summary, we find that relational as well as structural components of social embeddedness
of the dictator and the recipient are related to resource sharing. First, regarding relational
embeddedness, we observe that social proximity in friendship networks increases the willingness
to share resources, when not controlling for socio-economic variables. At first sight, this is in
line with studies examining only friendship networks among students and pupils (Leider et al.,
2009; Brañas-Garza et al., 2010; Goeree et al., 2010). Importantly, however, we do not find such
an effect for any other network dimension. This implies that social proximity may matter only
in friendship networks, which provides evidence in support of our Hypothesis 1. Moreover, the
social proximity effect is not robust to controlling for socio-economic heterogeneity, especially
gender differences. This indicates that the results of samples of students or pupils, characterized
by limited socio-economic heterogeneity, cannot be extrapolated to samples with larger (and
more realistic) socio-economic variation. Second, regarding structural embeddedness, we observe
that resource sharing is positively related with larger betweenness centrality of the dictator and
recipient in the network of economic relations. Third, resource sharing is also positively related
with the degree of closure of the recipient’s ego-network of ties through social-public activities.
Both observations are supportive of our Hypotheses 2 and 3.

5

Summary and Conclusion

We report on the relation between social embeddedness and resource sharing in the field. For
a rural village in Nicaragua we elicited observable socio-economic characteristics of villagers
as well as complete networks of different dimensions among (almost) all household heads. To
31

We have run a regression analysis with the difference of coins given to villagers and the stranger as dependent

variable and a male dummy as control variable. It shows that on average the difference in giving to villagers as
compared to strangers is larger for male dictators than for female dictators (male dummy: 1.797, p = 0.052, onesided) and female dictators on average treat village and stranger recipients equally (constant: −0.427, p = 0.613,
two-sided). The former indicates that men indeed ‘invest’ more into village relationships than women and the
latter that women do not discriminate between villagers and strangers when deciding on how much they keep.
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measure the willingness to share resources in a controlled way we implemented a series of dictator
games played by household heads with strangers and village recipients, and relate it to villagers’
embeddedness in the different network dimensions. In addition, to analyze possible confounding
effects of socio-economic characteristics, we control for these characteristics and explore the
relation between them and social embeddedness.
Existing studies investigating the interrelation between social embeddedness and generosity
have generated consistent evidence in support of a negative relation between social distance and
resource sharing. However, these studies confined their research to friendship ties, and paid no or
only little attention to the role of structural network variables. We extend and complement this
literature by analyzing the role of both relational and structural embeddedness in social networks
and do this for different network dimensions. Besides friendship networks we also elicited other
dimensions of networks people are simultaneously embedded in, such as economic networks and
networks through social-public activities.
We find that networks of different dimensions exhibit only limited overlap and differ strongly
in structural network characteristics, like density, clustering, and centrality. For instance, the
friendship network is very dense and little centralized whereas the network of economic ties is
relatively loose and much more centralized. When relating social embeddedness to resource sharing, we observe that in friendship networks having a direct link is an important correlate of giving
behavior. This is in line with the findings obtained with student subjects (cf. Leider et al., 2009;
Goeree et al., 2010). We consider this an important observation for network and experimental
research because it suggests that social proximity matters across very different cultures and social
groups. However, in stark contrast to friendship networks proximity has no explanatory power
in the other investigated networks dimensions, suggesting that friendship ties are special in this
respect.
Our analyses also show that structural network variables correlate with giving behavior in
all investigated network dimensions. Yet, these correlations are not constant across the network
dimensions. Betweenness centrality of the dictator exhibits a positive relation with resource sharing in friendship and economic networks, but is insignificant in the network through social-public
activities. Resource sharing also increases with the recipient’s centrality in economic networks
and with the closure of the recipient’s ego-network of links through social-public activities. The
effects of social proximity and centrality in friendship networks, however, are not robust after
adding controls for individual characteristics. This is due to the strong correlations with gender,
indicating that much of the network effects run through gender and gender pairings. Specifically,
men are more likely to have friendship links with others and tend to be more central in friendship
networks.
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Related studies do not find effects of structural network variables on giving behavior. For
instance, Goeree et al. (2010, p. 193) conclude that their ”three social network structure measures
are not statistically significant and represent very weak effects”. In contrast to these findings,
we observe that some structural network variables do matter for giving behavior. This is likely
the result of the substantial difference in variation of these variables and related statistical power
between our dataset and data used in previous studies. Whereas these studies relied on relatively
homogeneous student groups, we had access to networks of a long-grown social unit which – as
shown in Section 3 – consists of very heterogeneous members.
A general lesson that can be drawn next to the specific results is that for the explanation
of resource sharing relational and structural network positions as well as network dimension
clearly matter. This has at least two important implications. First, for empirical and theoretical
network research it implies that one has to be careful in drawing general conclusions regarding the
influence of network positions and structures on behavior from observations and results gained
for networks of a particular dimension. For theory analyzing network formation and behavior
on networks, it also means that abstracting completely from the network content may lead to
inaccurate predictions and misleading normative prescriptions. Second, also for policy design it
can matter what network dimensions and structures influence resource sharing. Especially, as a
growing number of policymakers and aid donors make use of local communities and networks to
distribute development aid. For instance, over the last decade, the World Bank has substantially
increased its portfolio of projects that follow such an approach (cf. Mansuri and Rao, 2004).
Based on our results, individuals who are central in economic and friendship relations may be
more inclined to share aid resources with other village members, whereas this is not the case
for individuals who are central in other network dimensions. At the same time, social proximity
in friendship relations can be an important factor of exclusion. The latter together with the
observed lower likelihood of the poor of having friendship relations identifies an important policy
challenge in this area.
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Appendix
A

Village Background, Design Details and Experimental Instructions

A.1

Brief village background

The investigated village is located in a rural area in the Northern part of the Pacific region of Nicaragua,
close to the border with Honduras. The difficult agro-ecological conditions (dry season, irregular rainfall,
low fertility of soils, etc.) make agricultural activities not very profitable. Cattle breeding is one of the
most lucrative economic activities in the region because it is both an income source and an important
savings instrument that enables local people to bridge the long and harsh dry season. The possession of
cattle is therefore an important indicator of wealth.

A.2

Procedures for household and network survey and the experiment

We conducted the household survey in a standard manner, by visiting the households in the village
and interviewing the household head(s). The following criteria were taken into account when selecting
the experimenter-assistants. We selected assistants with research experience in rural areas. They all
were employees of the research and development institute Nitlapán of the Central American University,
with which we have a close cooperation. This enabled us to screen the researchers with regard to their
dedication, their capacity to work in a systematic way, their trustworthiness and their capacity to radiate
trust towards other people (such as the participants in our experiment).
The training of the assistants was crucial as none of them had any prior experience with conducting
experiments. To make them familiar with experimental methods we let them participate in an ultimatum
game. After explaining the instructions of our dictator experiment we let them play a role-playing game
whereby each assistant acted in the role of dictator and experimenter. The other assistants observed each
role-playing session and were allowed to comment afterwards. The aim of this was to come to a common
understanding of the experimental procedures. Thereafter, we conducted two pilot studies. After each
pilot study the assistants informed the other assistants about their experience, who could then give their
comments or suggestions. One session was recorded on video, which was shown to the team and allowed
us to clarify any remaining issues.
To build trust with the locals in the village, we first conducted the household survey followed by the
network survey. Our work was supported by the local well-respected community leader who before the
start of our study presented our team to each household and asked people to cooperate. He also explained
the village members that our study was not related with politics, religion or aid projects in any way, and
that we would treat the obtained information in a confidential way.
For the household survey we targeted for all households. If a household head was not present, we interviewed the other household head. For the social network survey we interviewed both household heads (in
case of a two-headed household) of as many households as possible. In case one household head was absent
we asked whether he or she would be available within the time span of our field planning and returned
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later to also interview this person. In this way we obtain almost complete coverage of the village. For a
high coverage rate a good timing of our study was also important. When we were conducting our study
most seasonal migrants had already returned to the village and economic activity was still low as villagers
were awaiting the start of the economically more active rain season.
For the social network survey, we used small cards, each representing a household in the village. On each
card we put the names of the household heads. In case of two-headed households the names of both,
husband and wife, were put on the card. We asked for each of these cards whether the interviewed person
knew the household and whether he or she had a social relation of any kind with any of the household
heads. If a social relation was identified we asked for details on the type of social relation. Before the
start of this exercise we had explained the different types of relations (land rental, labor transaction,
religion, politics, school, sports, cooperatives, projects, neighbors, family, friendship, support, commercial
relation), so that each participant would consider the same types of social relations.
After finishing the household survey and the network survey (which took four days all together), we
immediately organized the experiment on the fifth day. By conducting the experiment in only one day
we minimized contagion and information spill-overs. To explain the instructions, fixed scripts were used
(see Appendix A.3), which were memorized by the assistants. We decided not to read them aloud from
paper as this could make participants loosing interest. After explaining the instructions to the participant,
some pre-play questions were asked to test whether the participant had understood the instructions. We
prohibited our assistants to invent other examples than the ones included in the instructions, to make
references to the daily life of the participants when explaining the instructions, to make jokes (e.g., about
the money the dictator could keep for himself) or to remove the tap of one of the small boxes once they
were sealed.
We tried to conduct the experiment with as many households as possible, but with only one person per
household. Letting two household heads sequentially participate in the experiment would have put the
door open for contagion. If the selected household head was not present (and also could not be expected
to be present on the same day of our experiment) we selected the other household head, in case of a twoheaded household. The assistants also asked some post-experimental questions and made a subjective
evaluation about the participant’s dedication, trust and understanding of the experiment. For this, the
assistants had to answer the following questions for each participant:
1. How dedicated was the participant within the experiment?
1. Well dedicated 2. Neutral 3. Aversive; distrust towards the aim of the experiment
2. Did the participant understand the instructions?
1. No problems 2. Some questions for clarification 3. I have serious doubts about whether he/she
completely understood them.
3. Was he/she reluctant to take a decision?
1. Yes 2. No
4. On average, how much time did he/she take to make a decision?
1. Instantly 2. More than a minute 3. More than three minutes
5. Other personal observations:
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A.3

Experimental Instructions

The experimental instructions are originally in Spanish; text between [ ] are instructions for the experimenter assistant.
We now ask you to participate in an experiment in which you can earn money. The amount of money
you earn is yours, whatever the amount is.
Soon I will give you 20 coins of 1 Córdoba and you will be free to divide this amount between yourself
and another person. For this, we use this small black box [show the box]. In this box, you will find 20
coins of 1 Córdoba [open the box and show the 20 coins]. You are allowed to take as many coins as you
wish. The coins you leave in the box will be given to another person. In particular, we ask you to do the
following:
1. Take the number of coins you want to keep out of the box and leave in the box the coins you want
to give to the other person.
2. Refill the box with these small rings [show metal rings] and put the lid on the box. In this way, I
will not be able to see how many coins you will have left in the box, nor can I get an idea about it
through the weight of the box. The weight of the box will always be the same whatever the amount
of coins you leave in the box.
Thereafter, we put a sticker on the box with the name of the person who will get the coins and we put
some tape on it to seal the box. I will give the box to my supervisor, who waits at the automobile and
who will bring the coins to the other person. Note that you will know the identity of the other person,
whereas that other person will NOT know your identity.
I will now give you some arbitrary examples for further clarification. [Take the coins of one of the boxes
and use them for the examples].
1. You have here 20 coins of 1 Córdoba. Imagine that you decide to take 2 coins out of the box. How
many coins will the other person receive? (20 minus 2 equals 18)
2. I will give you another example. Imagine that you decide to take 10 coins out of the box. How
many coins will the other person receive? (20 minus 10 equals 10)
3. I will give you a final example. Imagine that you decide to take 20 coins out of the box. How many
coins will the other person receive? (20 minus 20 equals 0).
We will repeat this experiment 6 times. Each time, you will be able to take coins and leave coins for the
other person, who will each time be a different one. Thus, I will give you 6 boxes of 20 coins to divide
between yourself and another person. Each time, this person will be a different one. The first time you
will divide the 20 coins with someone from another village in this region. You will not know this person.
The other 5 times you will divide 20 coins with someone from your community. Once again, note that
this other person will NOT know your identity.
To select the five persons of your community, I will ask you to take small cards from this bag. Each card
has a different number, and each number corresponds to a different person in the community. After having
taken a number, I will look up this number on a list and tell you the name of that person. Thereafter, I
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will give you a box with coins, so that you can decide on the number of coins you keep and how many
you give to the other person. When taking this decision, I will give you privacy. You can go inside your
house, [if this is not possible, say: I will turn my back so that I will be unable to know your decision; give
me a signal when you are ready]. Please do not tell me the decision you will make or you have taken.
After having taken your decision and having closed the box we will seal the box, and you are not allowed
anymore to change your decision. Thereafter, we will draw another number from the bag and I will ask
you to take the next decision. Do you have any questions at the moment?
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B

Supplementary Network Data

B.1

Reciprocation Rates

In our analysis we followed recent studies (cf. Leider et al., 2009; Jackson et al., 2012) and used so-called
OR-networks. The alternative would have been to use AND-networks where links are taken to be valid
only if both sides of a dyad mention the relation. There are at least three arguments in favor of the use
of OR-networks, all related to the danger to miss out actually existing links when using AND-networks.
First, generally while it is likely that a person forgets to mention a link, it seems much less likely that
he or she ‘invents’ a link. Second, those who have many links are more likely to forget to mention a link
than those who have only a few links. Third, people may put different emphasis on different network
dimensions, which may make people missing out on other dimensions.
The rate of reciprocation, that is the links where both nodes named each other as a fraction of all
links where at least one mentioned the other, is for general relations (that is relations irrespective of
their content) with 30.2 percent similar to the reciprocation rate of 36.7 percent reported by Leider et al.
(2009) who elicited only friendship networks. The rate of reciprocated ties decreases for the more specific
network contents. This is not surprising because there exists a trade-off between capturing multiple
network dimensions and reciprocated ties.

Table B.1: Reciprocation rates
Reciprocationa
General relation

0.302

Friendship relation

0.115

Social public activities

0.171

Economic relation

0.088

a

Note: all two-sided links as a fraction
of all one-sided links, intra-household relations between household heads are ignored.

B.2

Closed and Open Triples and Clustering

The clustering coefficient reported in Table 2 in the main text is defined as the ratio of the number of
open and closed triples in the network. For completeness we report them here.

Table B.2: Closed and open triples and clustering in the different networks
Number of
closed triples

Number of
open triples

Clustering
coefficient

Friendship relation

3982

26059

0.133

Social public activities

260

2817

0.085

Economic relation

176

4094

0.041
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